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Abstract: The paper reports on the abrasion and tensile tests conducted on five automotive car seat
fabrics manufactured in Malaysia. The work would mainly focus Oll how much fabric tensile would
change after being exposed to some period of abrasion work on fabtic surface. In the work, fabrics
were exposed at five different abrasion levels that increased progressively. Tensile test was conducted
on all the abraded samples to measure on how much fabric strength has detoriated or changed. The data
was recorded in terms of percentage of tensile loss from its original strength. The work recorded very
strong correlation of determination and coefficient of correlation values. This would indi::ate that fabric
strength can be determined by abrasion process. This would provide a useful tool to engineer suitable
fabric properties cspecially for automotive fabric application since abrasion performance is one of the
crucial requirement in car.
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INTRODUCTION

Textile materials have developed tremendously over the years from traditional and commodity based
textiles to competitive technical or non-commodity textiles with the use of high performance fibers,
yarns and fabrics. Western Europe and USA showed consistent growth of technical textiles sector from
year 1998 to 2000. The growth for both regions will be expected to be in the range of 5-8% oftechnical
textiles market for the next five years. Technical textiles are applied in many areas where high
performance is required. Technical textiles applications include Jiltration, health, transportation,
recreation, construction, aviation, protection and conmmnication. One of the important areas of
technical textiles is automotive textiles. Main factor that drive the fast growth of automotive textiles
sector is the high volume of cars produced each year.

The use of textiles in automotive is strictly based on several distinguished factors such as design,
technical performance, capacity availability and price. In the years to come, textile materials in
automobiles must satisfy the highest requirements, where the fabrics are expected 10 have better
technicaj specification and with consistent price reduction in tandem with reduced car prices. Textiles
in automobiles are also expected to maintain their appearance and performance in cars for a long period
of time.

Overview of Worldwide Automotive Segments

Automotive textiles progress is driven by the huge amount of cars being produced and soLd globally
and annually. Every year, many models are inlroduced into the market offering a variety of appearance,
f1111ctionality and reliability. Car sales volumes are expected to advance steadily for the years to come.
FWlg [3] described that car sales advanced from 39 million units in 1998 to nearly 44 million units in
2001. See figure 1.

High volume in car sales has drastically extended the demand of main raw material for fabric
production, which is fibre. The consumption of textiles being used in cars wm be generally dependent
on several factors such as market trends for certain group of cars, competition hom other car
manufacturers or customer preferences [3 J. Mukhopadhyay [10] states that an average family size car
requires 12-14 kg of textile materials. The overall consumption of textile fibres in the car alone wilJ
reach 500,000 to 650,000 tons per year. Textiles are used in many areas in car. The areas where textiles
are extensively used include seating, side panels, carpets, roof liners, [lIters, belts, hose; and airbags.
According to Mukhopadhyay 110] in his book "Automotive Textiles", textile usage in cars are divided
into several categories as shown in figure 2.
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